
Market Review
Emerging Markets (EM) equities rallied 9.79% in the fourth quarter ending December 30, 2022. This broke a streak of five 
consecutive negative quarters for the asset class. 

On the geopolitical front, tensions 
between the US and China appear to 
have de-escalated after Biden and Xi’s 
G20 meeting in November and the US 
Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board’s positive annual assessment in 
December removed a major overhang on 
Chinese offshore stocks.

Indian equities rose 1.80% but underper-
formed peers that benefited from China’s 
reopening. India’s second quarter fiscal 
year 2023 (July-September) GDP slowed 
to 6.3% year-on-year, compared to 
13.5% in the previous quarter, as favor-
able base effects began to fade. Manu-
facturing activity also slowed in recent 
quarters on adverse terms of trade shock 
from higher commodity prices and a 
slowdown in global growth, but saw a 
strong rebound in December. After three 
successive 50 basis point hikes, the 
Reserve Bank of India downshifted to a 
35 basis point hike in December. The 
smaller size of the rate hike comes amid 
retail inflation showing signs of modera-
tion, with November headline CPI infla-
tion coming in at an 11-month low of 
5.9% year-over-year, down from 6.8% 
year-over-year in October.

Korean equities, up 16.89%, rebounded 
in October and November due to better-
than-expected US CPI prints and a less 
hawkish turn in Fed policy. However, per-
formance fell in December as the Fed 
reiterated its intention to lower inflation 
further. Investors were also concerned 
about the weak environment amid Chi-
na’s Covid-19 outbreak and a sluggish 
fourth-quarter earnings outlook. The 
Bank of Korea delivered two policy rate 

hikes during the quarter: a 50 basis point 
hike in October, followed by a 25 basis 
point hike in November on moderating 
inflation prints. 

In Taiwan, equities rose 9.42%, rebound-
ing in November on a weaker USD and 
slowing US CPI prints before correcting 
again in December on lackluster activity 
data. Following the October upside sur-
prise, the November trade report came in 
weaker than expected. Taiwan’s export 
orders also weakened significantly in 
November amid global demand softness 
and supply chain distortions from China.

Within ASEAN, Indonesia was the main 
underperformer, while the Philippines 
and Thailand were the notable outper-
formers, with equities up 20.89% and 
16.01%, respectively. Thailand benefited 
from China’s reopening prospects. The 
private consumption indicator rose in 
November, ending two consecutive 
months of sequential declines. In Indone-
sia, despite recent benign CPI prints, 
Bank Indonesia hiked its policy rate by 25 
basis points to 5.50% as the central bank 
reiterated its focus on external stability.

Equities in Latin America gained 5.95% in 
the quarter. Colombia, Peru, and Mexico 
were the best-performing equity markets 
in Latin America. Though oil prices fell 
over the quarter, Colombian equities 
gained 19.97% as banks rallied from a 
low base around the high-interest rate 
environment. Peru’s concentrated mar-
ket rose 17.35% for two reasons: (1) cop-
per prices climbed over 10%, and (2) 
congress impeached President Pedro 
Castillo, who was known for market 

All regions rallied, but Asia led the way 
with China moving away from its zero-
Covid policy. In addition, after four con-
secutive 75 basis point rate hikes, some 
US economic data began to show signs 
of weakness, and the US Federal Reserve 
(Fed) reduced the size of its hikes with a 
50 basis point increase in December. 
Signs of change led to weakness in the 
US Dollar (USD) with the DXY falling over 
7.6% over the three-month period. 
10-Year treasury yields also remained 
stable around 3.8%, while volatility (as 
measured by the VIX Index) dropped 
over 30% during the quarter. All of these 
factors helped lift EM performance. 

The MSCI EM Asia Index was up 10.92% 
in the fourth quarter. The Philippines and 
Korea were the leading outperformers, 
while Indonesia was the only market to 
post a negative performance. 

Chinese equities gained 13.34% in the 
quarter, rebounding since November on 
an earlier-than-expected relaxation of 
Covid policies. In October, investors were 
bearish towards China as concerns grew 
about the concentration of decision mak-
ing in President Xi’s new party, while 
geopolitical uncertainty intensified follow-
ing the US semiconductor ban on China. 
However, the negative sentiment quickly 
changed after the Chinese government 
delivered 20 new measures to relax Cov-
id control guidelines in November, fol-
lowed by the complete lifting of other 
curbs in December. Additionally, the 
Central Economic Work Conference 
emphasized the need to boost domestic 
demand, sending signals in favor of pri-
vate enterprises and internet platforms. 
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The Fund’s investment manager, Mirae Asset Global Investments (USA) LLC (“Mirae Asset USA”), has contractually 
agreed to forego its management fee and, if necessary, to reimburse the Fund so that total operating expenses 
(excluding interest expense, taxes, brokerage commissions and certain other Fund expenses) of the Fund do not 
exceed 1.15% (for Class I Shares) of average daily net assets through August 31, 2023. Total annual fund operating 
expenses for Class I shares: 1.52%. Each share class may have to repay Mirae Asset USA some of these amounts 
foregone or reimbursed within three years if total operating expenses fall below the expense cap described above. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results. The performance data quoted represent past performance and current 
returns may be lower or higher. Share prices and investment returns fluctuate and an investor’s shares may be worth more 
or less than original cost upon redemption. For periods less than one year, performance is cumulative. For performance data 
current to the most recent month-end please call 1-888-335-3417.

Performance 
(AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2022)

EMERGING 
MARKETS 

CLASS I (%)

MSCI EMERGING 
MARKETS NR 

INDEX (%)

4Q2022 10.77 9.70

1 Year -20.37 -20.09

3 Year (annualized) -0.83 -2.69

5 Year (annualized) -1.06 -1.40

10 Year (annualized) 3.09 1.44
Since Inception† 
(annualized) 2.53 1.63

†9/24/10

Net total return indices reinvest dividends after the deduction 
of withholding taxes. 

unfriendly policies. Mexican equities 
moved up 12.65% due to a weaker US 
dollar and reports showing progress of 
“nearshoring” in the manufacturing sec-
tor. No equity market in Latin America 
posted negative performance, but Brazil 
and Chile were the least performing mar-
kets, rising only 2.51% and 7.17%, 
respectively. Brazil’s performance came 
off a polarized election, where the market 
friendly incumbent performed better than 
expected in the primary rounds, but then 
lost to President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, 
whose campaign pillars focused on more 
spending and state intervention. Like 
Peru, the Chilean economy benefited 
from China’s reopening. 

Stocks in EEMEA rose 5.85%. Turkey 
and Poland were the best-performing 
markets, rising 62.89% and 47.75%, 
respectively. Turkey rallied in the face of 
hyperinflation as local investors saw the 
equity market as one of the only places 
to keep up with spiraling asset prices and 
a weaker US dollar. Also, some market 
participants began to invest around a 
potential change in leadership as 2023 is 
a Presidential election year. Poland 
gained from a weaker US dollar and 
speculation of a potential easing of geo-
political tension in Ukraine. On the nega-
tive side, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) fell 15.29%, 
7.43%, and 1.51%, respectively. After a 
strong year, markets in the Middle East 
sold off due to profit-taking, weaker cur-
rencies, and softer quarterly oil prices.

Sector Holdings 
(AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2022*)

* These will change and should not be considered recom-
mendations. May not add to 100% due to rounding.

Consumer 
Staples

Information Technology

Materials

Consumer 
Discretionary

Financials

Cash 3.6%
Energy 2.4%

Industrials

Real Estate

Health Care

Comm. 
Services

30.7%

4.8%

5.9%

6.5%
7.3%

5.0% 22.2%

8.1%

Fund Review 
Mirae Asset’s Emerging Markets Fund 
(MILGX) outperformed its benchmark 
by 1.07% in the quarter ending Decem-
ber 31, 2022. The Fund rose 10.77%, 
while the MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index gained 9.70% during the period. 

Key Contributors to Performance
n On a country basis, the largest con-
tributor to Fund performance came 
primarily from an overweight positioning 
to Hong Kong. The Fund’s allocation to 
off-benchmark country, the UK, also had 
a positive impact.

n From a sector perspective, Real Estate 
contributed the most to Fund perfor-
mance due to stock selection and alloca-
tion effects. Stock selection in Materials 
also added to performance.

n On a stock level, the top contributors 
to the Fund’s relative performance were 
Prudential, Sands China, and AIA Group.

Key Detractors from Performance
n Geographically, the largest detractors 
of relative performance came primar-
ily from stock selection in China and 
Saudi Arabia. However, it is instructive to 
keep in mind that the portfolio’s country 
weightings are a function of bottom-up 
stock selection rather than targeted allo-
cations to particular countriess.

n From a sector perspective, stock se-
lection in Information Technology and In-
dustrials detracted the most from relative 
performance.

n On the stock level, the main detractors 
to the Fund’s relative performance in 
the quarter came from Chinese compa-
nies Tongwei and LONGi Green Energy 
Technology.

3.5%

Top Ten Holdings
COMPANY WEIGHTING (%)

Tencent Holdings Ltd. 5.0

Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. 4.7

Standard Chartered PLC 3.7

Prudential plc 3.5

Swire Pacific Limited Class A 3.2

Meituan Class B 3.0

ICICI Bank Limited 2.6

IHH Healthcare Bhd. 2.5

Pinduoduo, Inc. Sponsored ADR Class A 2.4

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd. 2.3

Total 33.0

The portfolio holdings and allocations will change and the in-
formation provided should not be considered as a recommen-
dation to purchase or sell a particular security. There is no 
assurance that the securities mentioned remain in the Fund’s 
portfolio or that securities sold have not been repurchased.
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Notable Trades

Consumer Discretionary
Pinduoduo—China: Pinduoduo is a 
leading Chinese e-commerce platform 
offering a diverse suite of product cate-
gories. The company has demonstrated 
strong subscriber growth and user 
engagement, which we believe will drive 
an improving earnings outlook over the 
coming quarters.

United International Transportation—
South Africa: United International Trans-
portation is Saudi Arabia’s leading car 
and fleet rental market. We view it as 
a unique way to play Saudi’s growing 
corporate and tourism industries. The 

company’s scale gives them a competi-
tive advantage in purchasing cars at a 
lower price than the competition and 
their technical know-how helps them 
maximize rental and resale values 
through the life of their assets.

Financials
Kasikornbank Public—Thailand: We had 
a small exposure to this company and 
exited as the bank continues to face 
asset quality issues. Though work has 
accelerated on cleaning up its balance 
sheet of non-performing loans, we 
remain cautious given the bank’s expo-
sure to the more vulnerable small and 
medium-sized enterprise segments.

Vietnam Technological & Commercial 
—Vietnam: We exited this company as 
Vietnamese bank stocks have been 
impacted following the crackdown on 
property developers and bond issuanc-
es. While the issues remain an overhang 
on the market in the near term, we wel-
come the increase in regulatory oversight, 
which should create a healthier bond 
market and more sustainable develop-
ment in Vietnam over the long run.

These developments could translate into 
a significant uptake for EM allocations. 
Furthermore, EM equities remain signifi-
cantly under-owned. The MSCI ACWI+FM 
benchmark has a 11.7% allocation to EM, 
but global equity investors still carry only 
4.2% exposure.  We believe this 750 basis 
points underweight positioning, com-
bined with discounted valuations, higher 
growth rates, and higher dividends sets 
up an opportunity for strong inflows in 
2023. Research has also shown that EM 
has led other asset classes coming out of 
the previous four US recessions. 

Despite these tailwinds, active manage-
ment remains vital, as the asset class 
also carries pockets of risk. We expect 
performance within EM to diverge, with 
companies that focus on sustainable 
returns above their cost of capital, proven 
management teams, and conservative 
balance sheets outperforming. Generally, 
we see opportunities for domestic cycli-
cals in China, bank and tourism names 
across ASEAN, sector leaders in India, 
defensive consumption names in Brazil, 
and financials and e-commerce across 
Mexico. In terms of risks, we note that 

energy and materials still represent 
roughly 15% of the MSCI EM Index. 
Though we see supply side price sup-
port for commodities, this could weaken 
with signals of diplomacy coming out of 
Ukraine. On the demand side, we see 
appetite from both the US and Europe 
continuing to weaken as rates rise and 
developed economies slow down. This 
same theme could apply to manufactur-
ers/ hardware producers in Northern 
Asia. These trends can create headwinds 
for information technology manufactur-
ers as well as commodity exporters. A 
full rebound out of China should partially 
offset these headwinds, but we remain 
wary of the unknown and prefer to focus 
on domestic structural stories.

Chinese equities were extremely dis-
counted in 2022 as investors were wor-
ried that China was becoming 
un-investable. However, this notion is 
changing as Chinese authorities begin to 
make the right moves to spur economic 
growth. On the business side, we are 
starting to see more pro-business poli-
cies, such as the sweeping set of mea-
sures for the property sector bailout. 

Outlook 
Looking into 2023, we see pockets of 
significant upside potential within EM 
equities. Broadly speaking, we see 
three key positive catalysts:

1. The reopening of China’s economy: 
The Chinese Communist Party began 
signaling changes to its zero-Covid Poli-
cy in November and continued to loosen 
controls in December. We see this as a 
powerful catalyst for domestic Chinese 
cyclicals.

2. A turn in US economic data trans-
lating into a weaker USD:      We  are 
keeping a close eye on US unemploy-
ment as any signal of weakness could 
translate into near-term softness in 
wages and service inflation. This could 
allow the Fed to signal  forthcoming
adjustments to its monetary policy. 

3.  Incremental  GDP  growth  in 
favor  of  EM:   A  China  reopening,
rates  coming  down  in  Latin  America,
the  Gulf  Cooperation  Council 
continuing  its  IPO  surge,  all  while 
the US  hikes  rates  into  a  potential 
recession  could  create  a  powerful 
backdrop for EM outperformance. 
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Internet platforms and private companies 
also received a renewed sound of sup-
port as Chinese leaders recognize their 
essential role in bolstering economic 
growth and fueling job creation. On the 
consumer side, the Covid-19 outbreak 
poses near-term impacts on the popula-
tion and consumption. However, certain 
cities like Beijing appear to have already 
passed their peak infection rate.  Mobility 
data has also started to bounce back 
since mid-December, suggesting the 
worst of the current wave is now behind 
us, which should lead to a recovery in 
pent-up demand. 

For China, we believe 2023 will be a year 
of two halves. In the first half, a recovery 
will be driven by the reopening. The dra-
matic U-turn in China’s Covid policy 
since mid-November implies a deeper 
short-term economic contraction but a 
faster reopening and recovery. Though 
there may be some short-term volatility 
from Covid disruptions, we have seen 
from other countries that markets are 
forward-looking and are already looking 
beyond the near-term disruptions. In the 
second half, multiple re-ratings should 
be complete, and the market will likely 
be driven by earnings. While the rest of 
the world struggles with higher rates 
and slower growth, we believe China will 
be well-placed to deliver an earnings 
recovery in 2023. 

While performance in India may lag as 
some flows return to China, investor 
allocations between the two countries 
have not empirically been binary and, 
thus, should not be a cause of concern. 
India’s domestic tourism has bounced 
back to exceed pre-Covid levels, sug-
gesting demand growth remains strong. 
We expect India’s upcoming Union 
Budget to continue expanding capital 

expenditures, supported by healthy 
growth in tax collections.

In Korea and Taiwan, performance may 
continue to lag in the earlier half of 2023 
as demand weakness persists alongside 
an inventory drawdown to re-align with a 
slower outlook. However, easing infla-
tionary pressures and China’s reopening 
should provide a tailwind for a recovery in 
the second half of 2023. 

We expect performance in ASEAN, like 
India, to lag in the earlier months of 2023 
as some flows go to China. However, 
commodities will likely remain strong as 
China picks up, which is a positive for 
commodity exporters like Indonesia. We 
continue to favor Vietnam as an off-
benchmark play.

We believe that both Latin America and 
EEMEA show pockets of strong perfor-
mance potential. At 8.7x earnings and 
5.5x EV/EBITDA, the EM ex-Asia region 
screens attractively from a valuation 
perspective. Both metrics are trading 
one standard deviation below their his-
torical averages and the region also pays 
a dividend yield above 5%. The continua-
tion of a tight oil market bodes well for 
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Brazil, Colombia, 
and Mexico. China’s reopening and a 
recovery in Chinese demand would be a 
powerful boost to South Africa and Latin 
America. Though we do not foresee it in 
the near term, an economic rebound in 
the US and Western Europe would serve 
as a tailwind for Mexico, Poland, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary, and Greece. 
For the medium and long-term, we con-
tinue to believe that EM-ex Asia presents 
a strong growth opportunity due to 
sound balance sheets, a low earnings 
base, attractive valuations, and global 
market positioning. We believe that qual-

ity names in the region remain overlooked 
and that global positioning is ripe for 
change. This could lead to inflows and a 
powerful swing for EM ex-Asia. We 
remain positive on Mexico, as the coun-
try should benefit from US companies 
nearshoring away from China. We also 
see an attractive valuation window in 
Brazil, particularly in quality companies 
with defensive business models. We are 
cautious Turkey in the face of President 
Erdogan’s unpredictable behavior ahead 
of elections, along with a vulnerable cur-
rent account deficit. We are carefully 
monitoring South Africa based on contin-
ued structural challenges and a growing 
account deficit. 

Mirae Asset’s Emerging Markets Fund 
continues to focus on predictable and 
enduring investment drivers, such as 
domestic structural stories, proven busi-
ness models, and strong management 
teams. Our Emerging Markets invest-
ment strategy continues to be driven by 
fundamental, bottom-up stock selection. 
We look to invest in high-quality compa-
nies with structural advantages that 
should benefit from broad growth across 
emerging markets. We maintain the view 
that over the long run, share prices reflect 
company earnings and we aim to take 
advantage of market dislocations. 

Mirae Asset Global Investments (USA) LLC 
1212 Avenue of the Americas, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10036   
(888) 335-3417 
investments.miraeasset.us

Portfolio Managers
RAHUL CHADHA 
W. MALCOLM DORSON  
PHIL S. LEE
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Mirae Asset Discovery Funds are distributed by Funds Distributor, LLC.
Copyright © 2023 by Mirae Asset Global Investments (USA) LLC. 
All rights reserved.

All index returns are sourced from MSCI and are net total returns unless otherwise noted. 
Index returns are shown in USD terms.
Association of Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN) is the organization of countries in 
Southeast Asia set up to promote cultural, economic and political development in the region.
Basis Points (BPS) is a standard measure for interest rates and other percentages, repre-
senting one-one hundredth of one percent.
Consumer Price Index (CPI) measures the average change in prices over time that con-
sumers pay for a basket of goods and services and is the most widely used measure of 
inflation.
Dividend yield is the ratio of a company’s annual dividend compared to its share price
EEMEA is Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa
EV/EBITDA is a ratio that compares a company’s Enterprise Value (EV) to its Earnings 
Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation & Amortization (EBITDA). The EV/EBITDA ratio is com-
monly used as a valuation metric to compare the relative value of different businesses
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the monetary value of all the finished goods and ser-
vices produced within a country’s borders in a specific time period.
Initial Public Offering (IPO) is a company’s first sale of stock to the public.
MSCI ACWI + FM Index captures large and mid cap representation across developed mar-
kets, emerging market countries and frontier markets.
MSCI Emerging Markets Index captures large and mid-cap representation across 24 
Emerging Market countries.
MSCI Emerging Markets Asia Index captures large and mid cap representation across 8 
Emerging Markets countries.
Nearshoring is the practice of partnering with suppliers, manufacturers and other neces-
sary entities within a supply chain that is located in countries near the company in question.
VIX Index is a calculation designed to produce a measure of constant, 30-day expected 
volatility of the US stock market, derived from real-time, mid-quote prices of S&P 500 Index 
call and put options.
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Important information:
An investor should consider an investment in the Funds as a long-term investment. 
The Funds’ returns will fluctuate over long and short periods. The Funds cannot 
guarantee that they will achieve their investment objective. As with all investments, there 
are certain risks of investing in the Funds, and you could lose money on an investment 
in the Funds. Certain risks related to an investment in the Funds are summarized below:
Equity securities (stocks) are more volatile and carry more risk than other forms of invest-
ments, including investments in high-grade fixed income securities. The net asset value 
per share of this Fund will fluctuate as the value of the securities in the portfolio changes
Emerging market investing may be subject to additional legal, economic, political, liquid-
ity, and currency risks not associated with more developed countries.
Geographic concentration risk: A small number of companies and industries may repre-
sent a large portion of the market in a particular country or region, and these companies and 
industries can be sensitive to adverse social, political, economic or regulatory developments 
in that country or region.
An investor should consider the Fund’s investment objectives, risks, 
charges and expenses carefully before investing. This and other im-
portant information about the investment company can be found in the 
Fund’s prospectus and summary prospectus. To obtain a prospectus or 
summary prospectus, please contact your financial advisor or please call 
1-888-335-3417. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing.


